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Don’t hesitate to
masturbate
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Masturbation; it insinuates so much
more than the manual stimulation
of one’s genitals. Whether masturbation makes you gasp in sheer
satisfaction or in outright disgust,
we all know what it is, and, unless
you abide by some moral doctrine,
you’ve at least once participated in
this act of self-indulgence.
Masturbation is perfectly
natural for everyone, so what then
makes it a taboo topic?
There’s something about
giving yourself sexual pleasure that
may create feelings of shame and
cause you to feel disgraced.
We’re often taught from a
very young and easily impressionable age that masturbation is wrong
in some way—it’s icky, sinful, and
even messy. No matter how you put
it, we become engulfed in the mindset that masturbation is a big no-no.
And, let’s face it, for the
majority of people masturbation is
probably the last thing parents want
to talk to their children about, if at
all.
But who can blame them?
Most of us are probably just as unwilling to discuss the “M” word
with our parents.
Of course sex education
classes in high school also steer
clear from this topic altogether, so
it is no surprise that many of us may
look to masturbation with disdain
as it’s quite easy to get the idea that
what is not spoken about must be
morally wrong.
Even more so, masturbation takes on an entirely different
meaning for women and men, as
it frequently denotes very different
social meanings for each gender.
Whereas men may generally be more comfortable to admitting to masturbating, conversely
women often remain “hush hush”
about masturbating altogether.
In fact, masturbation for
men is often glorified while for
women it seems almost scandalous.
Of course, this does not necessar-
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From monkeys to humankind, masturbation is an innate instinct for men as well as women.
ily hold true in all cases, and we
can probably think of many times
in which these roles have been reversed.
But, even in light of many
of these social realities, masturbation need not be so taboo.
Admittedly, even with
these negativities that encircle masturbation, they more than likely
have not stopped any of us from at
least gently gyrating our genitals,
for both men and women alike.
In fact, although we cannot
fully recall our pre-puberty years,
masturbation is actually something
that takes place long before we are
even able to speak.

Albeit we may not reach
climax, curiosity about one’s body
is common in our younger years.
So, masturbating is not
only natural, it is also a great way to
get in tune with one’s self and body,
not to mention release some pent
up tensions. And what’s great about
masturbation is that you don’t need
a partner to give you pleasure.
In fact, single or attached,
masturbating is, needless to say,
an independent act that works well
throughout all phases in the relationship world.
For those weary of sexual
intercourse, what with the influx of
sexually transmitted infections and

oopsy-daisy pregnancies, masturbation also proves a great way to
avoid any of these unwanted risks
while still providing sexual stimulation and pleasure.
Masturbation can also be
fun. With the variety of sex toys
for both men and women that exist - and, yes, it’s normal to feel like
you’re lost in a labyrinth with some
of them – masturbating is increasingly consented to in society.
Fantasies also take precedence when masturbating, which is
something you may not always be
able to do with a partner for fear of
judgment.
While you’re at it, why

What do you look for in a
significant other:
sense of humour, likes the
outdoors, pretty eyes

not try different masturbatory positions?
And if coming into physical contact with your own genitals
still gives you the willies then there
are a myriad of ways to pleasure
yourself without even touching
your nether regions: get adventurous.
Masturbating should be a
time not in which to feel abnormal,
but a time in which to feel, well,
awesome.
Not only does it signify
that you’re a well-functioning individual, it also indicates that you’re
able to find an appropriate past time
between study breaks.
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